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I no-)e to sn-re .at:_ you today so .:.e of t:.e notions I've been

_ow 1:e can enact a more systelatic c7.urEe for

our fG- :nr,:71 from a sketchy knoled.:e of .7n;:lish

to "co::::;.nicn:ive comne:ence," tn. ord of the ray.

I 1.;,!7ieve t_Pt in order to ::lan courses, write m.,tcrinls,

teach and :est and assi:ss rol7ress -- in order to tell stuf.ento

about *-ht they nre to 7_ear: nnc: then (:iscuss vith tflem

hot tney think they .,re dcinc. -- in or:er to cove on c, sten

at a tf.:.e to free use of the ve have to re-think, re-

do, re-rite our entire rel)ertoire of classroom rrocedures. I

don't to have co-2e close to such a konl, to have a thor-

ouzh understandinc: of is to be discprded, nor to have iden-

tified witn certainty all of the elements that snould be added.

There is :.uch to be discarded - much to be re.;slaced - rnd much to

be devised afresh.

As ESL tePcners, nave been listenin_ for years to tne

anthropolo,-ists, the sociolo;:ists, the psycnologists, the multi-

culturalists, the cross-culturalists, the self-aareness groups,

the croup interaction rroups, the ::ram-larians, the speech correc-

tionists, tne drama coacnes and tne lady next door. 7;e have. I

think .E CL, on the l'hole, shares its Sodium with a wider ran;:e

of specialists than any otner ;,Toup. '.ot only do we share the

podium, :;u1.., 7,e listen!
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'..e ,,,.e r ..:e -):* '..- f.-:et -r..; ,...< a. rte t.-.t inn. u .( ltar:-.1.:.,:

1 e ',- ..
_

L ..:(.:.C....01- ''' t trIn of nhonene s. ':e 'pc lieve t..t
, . . .....

it is ri sk-i:.:* be.lavir.

zl.s tenc..e.rs, .;.e do not ad,Iress a classroom filled 1 it mech-

anic::.s car;pb1 , of F...-urs'_ Icroeuction. *.:e are quite conscious of t.le

fact t..-t all of tne :oints F.:.d m:.-- ars of articul:-t, on ,,re roused

in a hum-n ':': 1 L :_10 :,ri-.:s to cl- -1: his or her ego, a=-e, upbrinf:,

ric'e, dtirt c, -c3o:71isnm:,nt.--,, fF:ilurt:s, fears, sex r-::-eal, cuirke,

tic, nerv-s, Ior; 'oc:%fs nnd :l1ction2.riss -- as :e11 :Is P-vlov ' s

do'' s .:..1:.Er f':.:. t_ArS.

7nit :_le :'ressure is on us. "--,econf. 1!-nu-:-e learnin: is no

1 oL _er P .- -.e of 7...: ,:-eal t..:,, t..- t can be carried out over Cecades,

nurtu:C -:-itn -rivItE s-ecialicts cr, tri2s to far-aay land s :-:re

the c.z1ture c:-r. --.e r,s-211,..ted as -:::11 as the sounds -- all done in

rela:.rti,:n pr.f. 1 _zry. :o, not at all. Second lan;,7u:=;-e learnin:: is

mo:-se lf_k.el:, p necessit-: for survival t_at has to be carried out -,fter

a 'on:: day' s -:*ork It miles of subi:ay ridinr to co before he sleeps.

Cr it -aL,ht be tnt every day tnt passes witnout tnis new

lar.:7u,.-e is on more day of rastin:i: a child's develo!;mental time--

one more day of fosse rin;:.; an unnappy, unsuccessful person. Efficiency

of instruction f.PS never been more needed tnan it is now.

The need is felt not only in second lan:-ua.c:e progra-as, but our

entire Fy stem of public education is pwakenini; to the f ?et thrt it

must become ::ore accountable, more precise, more responsive to

individupl ne,=ds, aore orticul ',.te .-bout *:..n-,t it can do. Prorram

planners ion : for the e ay when improved tools of assessment rill

dianose a child' s needs and imoroved systems of schedulint7 will

11
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prDvie I:. .c.k.111.tly, lodules o: instruction prcisely att:-ndink:

to to;. r.tis. St',:.0:'.t:, :.IYI ':1.,,sttr ;,..ose bits of knoyl-d. e at

t_eir o::: s-:eed pr.0 ,ove on to tne next challen:e for w.lich they

...vie be :n prorl: :-,:-::led.

Tnert -re nur:arous fears about, flaws in, anc' arguments a_-:ainct

this pro:;o:e.: Yave of ed.,:o:,ti..:npl chane. '.;net:.er in t.-.e end the

c'',,,-_e '-e mi:liscule or major, I for o:.e, vould like to see such

c_an::e I:t co.:ceiv:d, :,r0:-.0sed, ,.r,d c ecic:ed by classroom techers.

I :::.-117e I.:. anc. suloribe to the ,o:-,_s Yhich underlie ti.ese ho:es

Creas of tLe lirc:rm ..-la_ners, --::::linistrators and 1,1.1.:Inkers.

I have :;een challenced '.-;y t.leir nro[-_osrls and :'.2nt to see clascroo-n.

OY"c''o:q ' a decisive role in b-0:. it ,--1,out.

I a--. also opti'Astic. __:ouch -:-e h,,ve much to learn, I feel

nal-,1.-:-.0r.'".,ret(--ealraortertboutlf,n-u-!elearnin,-than
has

yet :nenetrd t.le mc:tE.rials and prozram desizns in any systematic

way.

21.1.1s, it was in the acade-:tic year 172-173 that I first beLan

attemptin to "het it to_;ether." My thouir.ats have underdone

continuous revisions since t. :en and my sneaking to you today has

forced me to arran,:--e them into scae presentable fashion. I have

no -illusions t : :'-t I have found "tne" answers, I do not present to

you any sure solutions. And I mii;ht cLan:-e everythincr to-;lorrow!

gut I'd like to snare with you sore of the plateaus I believe I

have crossed.

I4any are accustoe.ed to thinking of lan,-atak:e learning as a

pro2.ression of steps outlined in terms of structures. Until now,

so%lehow, a certain structure .:as belonL.ed in the advanced course

()



': : :ile o fol:112. on . of .00k 1.

L. c' ..t' :-.rt. cent, evcr,7 stluctu.e

is easy! I .-.a%q more and more cmvinced tnnt it is rot tl.e

str,ctu.e Ceterines ,'if: iculty nE often ns it is the tank.

The t-,ck, the co%...unic-,t1:.1. task, the clascroo-. task --

1 Con't kno., to c':11 It :nd fril.nten me, anyy.

is to _:v: stu:ets Co -it.1 tn(se structur,s tn:t

ve our

Let uc __el c to tr.e of: Gf Ftudents

c-lccecE In 2itu-tions, of avoidin:-.. follure

cnc. con:iCerin_ :tu.aent errors as te.,o_er crf'ore.

Ho;ev:r, 'et .1n equal careful :,,roseion be

a-71ied to :_- kind cf task--rat_er to the kind of

let us not 'oece enenr,red in t_e catei-ori-

zatioh of str-.zcturrl

efforts to , cf difficulty of lary.u-_e

tasks (seem forev:r thwart:d for any number of reasons. A fey of

them folloY:

A. Tne difficulty Of lar.0.17.,,e tasks doesn't seem to advance

in a linear pro.:resrion.

E. I find it 1-:=ssible to ce::ar-,te the 1.r.i;uae perform,.nce

ey.pectcd of tLa student from zne amount of ascistance

riven by t:s te%c-er.

C. Smaller z)ro::ressions of difficulty exist lz,rer ones.

D. Some elements of be_lavior seem better learned if

tney nr c ever 7prtscnt--froll :our one, day one--q1nd are

learned in conditions Yita trpnsferabliity to reality.

Let me elaborate.

A. T:nr: difficulty of tasks doesn't seem to

advance in a linear :n'o,:ression.



to ..**-Ce in cur 1, t..0 re c nr. rev` r r.in br a

sin_ , r.o, I ccrapped tne ...:Ole idea

of ":ieview." it is ntver n ,oal of a teac.ain:; se.-ment, and I have

tried to r:-:ove it my peda:o-ical vocabulary. InPtead, once

I nave Trescnt(d itc-m, I t,tte71pt to incornor:te tnat item con-

t'nually, :2 ularly, into all future lessons.

"-,y merely to structure, and :ronunciation,

tncre is at l:-st a tri:le focus for any lesson. Usuraly a

terc..;!r a :.1.1::12 of ct..cr c;oals in -aind in addition to these

t_cy're tne same time if the lan:-uage

tack ns any trnnsferbility to reality. In fact, it is precisely

nen a nu7:1.er of as--cts :'re all alive r.nd operatin:- at the came

1Lssc:Is beco..e real.

A second notion un:er "neve-2 a focus" is T.y doubt tnat

we could ever list of tne aspects of a co-unication task, let

alone tnc-1 into P rro:ression of difficulty. I furt.ler

doubt t:.[,t e'd recoznize the list nen we had it -- if ve could

do it. Pal:er representations of classroom "ha-ening.-s" are so

bland t_at tney see-1 to have notning to do with the real class.

Once tne clock nas struck and roll nas been called, a kind of

Gestalt takes place -- it always see is to me th.nt tne ; :hole is

far i.:reater than the sum of the parts.

B. Cne cannot sc-pFr--ite tne laniva:6 performance expected
of students fro: the amount of assistance c..iven by teacners.

Have you ever participated in a faculty meeting in wnich the

level 5 tercner expressfs now well her students are finally doing

in :.ritin;- -;arac:raphs nereunon the level 2 teacher sniffs th2.t

her students nave been vriting pararaphs for o weeks. That's

rignt, t:.e students are performini: tne same task. But on inves-

I
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1t.vel 2 studnts Fre doin, it with a coa:-)1e.L.e nodel

frol t-hich t; -rt( :?.1T ch-nin: th.7- sinzlnr model to

a plural form. The level 5 c6uCents are producina. their -2aragra,2.hs

lith only a choice of to-ics as asz-letpnce. Tnat's what I mean wne,h

I sny th-t we cannot as,-tss the difficulty of a lanEuai7e task until

i :e know wh-t ascist;-nce the students have been ;:iven. And tnis

leads to ite-. C.

C. e..alle r :ro.:ressiolis of difficulty within ler :er ones.

F.ecuivih tne :-erform,Ince of the sa:le task, but ;-'4ving less

assistr:.ce can provide a hole series of steps, each one of which

contriutes to the ctud.ent's ability to perform a sinEular task.

D. cver-prer:ent Transferability to reality.

.t.. The ar-an:e.aent of the classro-m must have trans-

ferability to reality.

Create in the cl',ssroo:a a )nysicr.1 settinc- that permits eye

contact. Riiid rows make students look c-t tie backs of other

students' he:,ds. Even np.tive spepkers rarely feel the desire to

;:o:1-aunic,te 1-ith the back of the heads in front of them. Why s.:Iould

we e:_;,ect ::enuine co-n-:unication to take place in this situation Vith

sneakers of Eh:21ish as a second lanc.uaEe?

C. Pronunciation in the classroom must have trans-
ferability to reality.

I'm talking about normal speed, intonation and pronunciation

as c,p:.,osed to word-by-word production. Word-by-word production, by

the way, is an achieveocnt. And, it's our trap.

;;e feel Gratified nen t.:e student finally gets there . - .

as does he . . . and we rejoice in his accomplishment with him.

;Lien stud.ents uho didn't know the structure on entering the class,

know what to say at the end of class, it's worth celebrating. rut



you're celebrating a hit to third. He's not home yet. And if you

don't get to home plate, you never score a run. Oh, sure, you pile

up statistics: He attended class. He satisfactorily participated

in the exercises. But you don't even get one tally towards winning

the game. Even when you're not around, he'll be listening for all

of those words that he knows so well and can line up like little tin

soldiers. And he'll never hear them. Oral language doesn't occur

in that form. Your students will feel discouraged and gradually

come to believe either that everyone speaks sloppy English but his

teacher--or that he just can't learn.

One more step is needed in the classroom. On hearing a student

perform with every word correct and in the right place, I often hear

myself rejoicing with the student with something like: "Good for

you. You've got every word correct. Now, here's the way you say it,"

and I am convinced more and more that here is the place where I teach

pronunciation. Never, never in a separate time-slot called, "Pro-

nanciation," but rather, at the end of a communication task with,

"Now, here's the way you say it."

We still need all of the knowledge we have about speech sounds

and their production. But employ it, stress it, use it while the

students are achieving some kind of communication in the language

. . . not just exercising their jaws and making noises. All of the

reductions and blendings need to be pointed out to them. Sometimes

they laugh out loud when they know what they're hearing and hear it

in its normal pronunciation.

I teach a lesson that consists of a two-utterance sequence in

which I tell my students what I collect, what my nephew collects and

what my grandmother collects and where each of us keeps his collec-

9
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tion. After I tell them, I ask them to tell me and to add the same

kind of information about themselves, their friends, and relatives.

I get utterances like:

Your nephew collects post cards.

Your nephew keeps his post cards in an album.

Once done, I congratulate them on their accuracy and then ask them

to listen. Listen:

My-nephew-collects-post-cards.

My-nephew-keeps-his-post-cards-in-an-album.

Listen again:

My nephew collects post cards.

He keeps 'em in'n album.

Employing the pronoun replacement in the second utterance and

producing it at normal speed, intonation and pronunciation usually

produces a little shaking of heads. Requiring them to produce it --

to mimic me--usually results in all-out laughter at themselves. But,

at the same time--and this is important - -it has often led to a glimmer

in the eye that says, "So this is what I've been hearing !fl This

glimmer is bridging the gap between classroom English and reality.

After all, where else would you hear the first example: My-

nephew-collects-post-cards. My-nephew-keeps-his-post-cards-in-an-

album? Where else, I ask you, but in an ESL classroom?

With native speakers, once the topic has been announced and

understood, it is forever replaced by pronouns. We do not contin-

ually name the thing about which we are talking, nor the person,

nor the place. We shouldn't do that in an ESL classroom, either.

Thus, normal speed, intonation and pronunciation has a sub-

category of pronoun replacement.

1 C .
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3. A third category of items that must have trans-
ferability to reality and which should be ever-
present has to do with classroom cues.

Instead of attempting to label the kinds of drills one

does, I prefer to think in terms of the cue and the expected

behavior. And I make a further distinction between an expected

behavior being a response to language as opposed to those occasions

in which the expected behavior will be an initiation of language.

When' I am expecting the students to respond to language, to

my way of thinking, the one and only acceptable kind of cue is

one that a native speaker would respond to with the same structure

that I'm expecting the student to use. There is, however, one

exception to this rule.

The one exception is repetition. Repetition does not

transfer to reality. Repetition is mechanical and non-communi-

cative. It can be deadly dull or devilishly difficult. If

repetition is also the place where, with backward build-up, th6

student is supported until he can repeat at normal speed, inton-

ation and pronunciation, then it is devilishly difficult and that's

when it's worth doing.

That's the starter--and it is the only mechanical cue that

I currently allow myself to use. Once I know that the students

can produce the utterance, I force myself to elicit it from them

subsequently with the same kinds of cues' that would elicit it

from me.

It's easy to decide which exercises fit this category. On

a given day, a teacher enters a classroom with the intention of

saying X . . . to which the students will be expected to respond

with Y.
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The question to ask is: Would a native speaker ever, on hearing

X, rerpond with Y? If the answer to this question is, "Yes," then

this X and Y sequence Is worth taking class time to practice.

This criterion eliminates forever any more of the "long

answers" expected as responses to yes/no questions. I'm thinking

of the pages of text book material that promote language behavior

similar to this:

Si: Is San Francisco in California?

S2: Yes, San Francisco is in California.

OR

Si: Are the envelopes in the top drawer?

S2: Yes, the envelopes are in the top drawer.

There is no time for this kind of artificial code manipu-

ltItion in the classroom. Let's not force any more speakers and

writers to make the case against mechanical exercises. It has

long been made. We see their point and agree with it. I am all

for declaring an end to such a waste of classroom time forever.

It prepares the students for no real life situation that I can

imagine.

Or think, if ycu will, of two friends meeting at their

usual 9 a.m. class on Monday morning. Jean asks, "What'd you do

over the week-end?" and Joan replies, "I cleaned my closets."

On hearing this, Jean comes back with, "O.K. Joan, let's hear

it in the past perfect."

NEVER.

Upon applying my "reality test", I rarely have any trouble

deciding whether or not a certain cue is justifiable. And if it

doesn't meet this standard, it goes. A cue must meet this test

or it isn't used. Go through the text you are presently using and

I L



apply this test.

It is true that native speakers do have conversations that

do little more than change tenses. What are the cues in these

conversations that cause the change of tense to happen? Employ

the same ones in the classroom in order to signal students that

they need to switch forms.

For instance: Do you drive? Yes, I do.

'How long've you been driving? I've been driving for . . .

Do you work in Brooklyn? Yes, I do.

How long've you been working there? I've been . .

I have a feeling that all of the "Do you . . ." questi.ons

are asked together somewhere in the second unit. All of the "How

long've you been doing" questions are asked together somewhere in

the 14th unit, but they are never put together systematically. It

is often in the mix of questions that native speakers find the cues

that signal a change of tense. Our students need this kind of

practice incorporated systematically into their classroom exercises.

What about cues for initiating language?

First, we must remember that this is, after all, an unreal

exercise, We are decidang that they should initiate language.

One initiates language when one feels the need--not when one is

told to say something. Furthermore, on those rare occasions when

one is requested to say something, there.f.s often at least a momen-

tary block of all initiating processes, and one wonders if he'll

ever be able to utter a sound again, let alone say something. Thus,

telling students to ask something, describe something, say something

is in unreal command in itself, and, furthermore, a stifling one.



So the teacher attempts to program into the students some

reason for them to ask questions. Unreal cues have to be allowed

at first. Sometimes they are merely repetition. Sometimes they

consist of cue cards or symbols for certain WH questions. All of

this is preparation, one hopes, for giving them the appropriate

question forms to put into use when and if they should ever want

to. But this is not enough. One can never be sure that students

will bridge the gap--on their own--from unreal conditions to real

conditions.

Thus, one step closer to reality is putting them into some

kind of situation in which they will need to seek information or

describe something or explain something or discuss something.

Task-oriented exercises seem to be the most useful ones of which

I know. In order to complete the task, the students will have to

employ language -- initiate language.

If you send them out of the classroom to get information,

the chances are that you will have no real check on whether or

not V..ey do, in fact, employ information-seeking language forms.

Thus, a beneficial follow-up in the classroom would provide a

way for the students to ask each other the questions that suppos-

edly it had been necessary for them to address to someone else.

There is no way that students can jump into this kind of

language initiation task on the first day. Some unnatural kinds

of cues have to be used to prepare them for uttering thtse questions.

Repetition is certainly the first step. The important consideration

in the steps that follow is that we be aware of the fact that our

strategies are still contrived. When one uses a cue that does not

transfer to reality, the important thing is to be aware of the

implications of that non-transferability.

14



And the last thing I have to say regarding cues is that in

all cases, when expecting the students to switch from one structure

to another, there must be an accompanying change in the rods or the

pictures or the situation--in the cues. In fact, it is this change

in the real world that should cue the change of the structure in the

student. When this criterionisnIt met, students are merely mouthing

sounds in different patterns.

Eventually one moves away from speaking about observable

objects. Adverbs of time, time expressions and tenses of auestions

then become the cues for changing the structure of the response.

KINDS OF TASKS et. al.

Setting the conditions for communication to take place is part

of our new job description. I have sometimes felt that as a language

teacher, I am, in fact, a conditions engineer. As such, my

challenge is to design conditions and manipulate them in such a

way that students would recognize the matching of conditions and

structures

would learn to change structures as I changed

conditions

and would eventually recognize analogous changes

in conditions in their lives and employ those English structures

even when I wasn't there.

So the question was/is: How would I manipulate classroom

conditions in order for this transfer to take place? One of my

primary concerns has been in assuring the best possible chances

for a transfer to reality to occur. Another has been in identi

fying kinds of language tasks.
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One of the seemingly most basic communication tasks with

direct transferability to reality is that of questions and

answers. However, questioning and answering can increase in

difficulty endlessly. Thus, what are some elements that increase

the difficulty of question/answer tasks?

A. Decrease in assistance. The difficulty of any step can be

increased a second time around by removing the former props,

rods, 'realia, pictures, whatever. Change the subject, give

a new set of realia and instruct the students to apply the

same questions and answers.

B. Questions and answers, but in more than one structure.

After a structure is presented individually, it is best

learned when incorporated systematically into subsequent lessons.

At first this combining happens purposefully on the part of the

teacher. At times, one even says to oneself, "I've asked Ben

four questions in the present tense. The next time I come to

*him; I'll have to try a past tense question."

Despite my urging systematic combinations of structures,

I must state that I do not have in mind the services of an

enthusiastic mathematical linguist running to his computer

this afternoon to produce a printout of all the possible

combinations of structures. It is neither necessary nor

desirable to practice all of the preViously acquired structures

in every communication task. There is nothing worse than lessons

which were designed to "get everything in that we've studied."

Which ones go where and in what combinations can only be

determined by employing the standards of judgment and choice of

structures that natige speakers would use when performing that

task.



C. A new step of difficulty is added when conditions are set and

language is employed regarding them without the conscious effort

to alternate structures regularly. This might be referred to as

a random integration of taught structures. Forget whether or not

Ben has had four opportunities to answer in the present tense. By

now he should be familiar enough with it to handle it with success

anytime he meets it. If it's been studied in class--at first

individually, then in combinations--it should then occur as it

would in a conversation with native speakers.

I admit that I find these combination lessons intriguing.

One I use that is easily described is a combination of the vague

present perfect and the precise past initiated with: Have you

ever done X? As soon as we get a, "Yes, I have," the goal is

to find out as much exact information as possible. When did

you go there, or do that? HowlonP31ja? Where did

you stay? Did you go alone? What did you do? Where did you

eat? What did you eat? . . .

Two reactions I'd like to share with you.

1. The comment of one teacher could be summarized as a

remark, offered in a tone combining perplexity and pique,

that one part of the lesson was from chapter 2 whereas

the other part was from chapter 10.

Precisely

Textbook organization is another trap that we fall

into. Authors have to divide the language into some kind

of identifiable units and present these units in some

organized way. But the students don't meet th6 language

in these units at any other time. We have to mix the

units--integrate the structures--to get the language back

1';
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to reality. Our mistake is that we nou and then allow

ourselves to think that we have "finished a unit." No

unit is ever finished. Once taught, it must be incorpor-

ated into future lessons as often as it is meaningfully

and naturally possible.

2. The second reaction is from the students. They liked

it. This is significant only in that it occurred about a

week after I had attempted to give them additional practice

with past forms. I was told by them, "We've had this."

True. They had. But we all knot that just because

students "have had" a linguistic item, it doesn't mean

that they know it, have achieved fluenc7 with it, need no

more experience with it. They must mice& it again. However,

meeting that item again, all by itself, glg?s students the

feeling that they're not getting anywhere. Adding one more

element--the newness of that present perfect form which only

occurred at the beginning--and they participated enthusias-

tically in all of that past tense language.

Moving from the tasks related to questions and answers, a

second kind is to apply some organization to a small unit of the

language . . . to shape it in some way.

A third kind of task might be described as: Given a wide

knowledge of structures on the part of the students,' they will

have to select particular structures for particular purposes.

A fourth kind of task is in learning how not to say something.

These tasks are elaborated upon in a hand-out that I have for you.

Could we turn to it now? On the page after the cover sheet, you



can see that the tasks I've just mentioned are the broad divisions

of this series of Two-Part Teaching Strategies.

I'd like to mention that one would never introduce all of the

structures in isolation in Part A before moving to Parts B and C.

A new structure might be practiced with the strategies suggested

in Part A while structures that students have had earlier would

be met in strategies in Parts B and C.

Also,, the farther you go, the more specific it gets. First

steps are the most general--to be applied to any structure when it

is new. This is different from thinking of the first step as

being applicable when the student is new. Whether the student is

advanced or beginning, if the structure is new his acquaintance

with it would be benefited if it began at A/0 step 1. Every form

of a new language needs to be repeated excepting, perhaps, those

forms that customarily occur in the written. language exclusively.

Consider the following:

A/0 3 yes/no answers about the pictures

A/0 5 yes/no questions and answers about the pictures

A/0 7 WH answers about the pictures

A/0 9 WH questions and answers about the pictures

A/0 18 answers about the students

A/0 19 questions and answers about the students

There is currently some attempt to label some exercises as

meaningful and others as communicative. I do not wish to clarify

labeling. The important thing is to rid ourselves of mechanical

exercises, and replace them with both meaningful and communicative

ones. I find that the above progression charts a course which

results in the students applying the structure to themselves. That

is my goal, and someone else can label the various tasits if they

feel it necessary to do so.
111
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Parenthetically, another progression occurs to me. That is

to 1.) drill with real, famous, or common knowledge kinds of

information. 2.) Analogously move to the students' personal

frame of reference, and 3.) move to fictitious or written infor-

mation. For instance, take the vocabulary and structures about the

Family. Yes, every student has a family and he knows them all

thoroughly and well. But he doesn't know how to express information

about his family in English. His textbook talks about the Melody

family on Harmony Lane in Happy Corners U.S.A., and they couldn't

be further from his understanding.

I like to begin with a famous family. A first family of the

U.S. or Canada or the Governor's family of the State in which you

teach. The Press will take care of your picture needs during any

campaign if you will but clip them.

Then I present the structures I want practiced, using this

famous family for content. I don't know if it classifies as

meaningful or communicative, but it works. And the chances are

good that the students will hear again about these people--about

whom they've all been required to talk. Then I apply the

same questions to the students regarding their own families. That's

what I mean by A/0 18 and 19.

If writing is a goal of the course and a textbook has been

assigned, the chances are good at this point that the students will

be able t, read about the fictitious family presented in the text- -

will be able to comprehend the information given--and will be able

to produce correct written information about them.

L fourth comment regarding the hand-out: The Complete Negative

Statement.

I've repeatedly stressed the importance of transferability to

2 G
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reality. I am usually appalled at the way in which textbooks elicit

practice with the complete negative statement. I believe that I have

identified an occurrence of it with native speakers and have found a

routine way to incorporate it into the classroom. (See page 5, A/0

22 and 23, as well as notes, page 21a)

Tasks that we know of but haven't incorporated into a syllabus:

1. Significant contributions are being made in the identifi-

cation of gestures, use of space, paralanguage in general which

accompanies linguistic features. This paralanguage is being des-

cribed in kind as well as occurrence. Thus, it can be incorporated

into communication tasks systematically--it needs to be--as yet,

it hasn't been.

2. A variety of materials needs to be developed for each

strategy. Teacher-made materials are often the most relevant. But

teachers cannot write every lesson. We need new kinds of materials.

We don't need whole courses and 100 volume series. We need materials

to compliment language tasks--instead of materials to compliment

linguistic descriptions of structures.

3. Question-answer tasks involving three speakers.

I've made a sta7t, but it is not included in the hand-out.

Incorporating two speakers and pronoun replacement in the

second utterance has led to an interesting kind of task. For

instance:

Si What did you do last Saturday?

S2 I cleaned my closets.

S1 Oh, how often do you do that?



Whereupon S3 comes within conversational distance and doesn't know

the referant of "do that." Thus, he asks,

S3
Do what?

He addresses this to Si since this is the student who asked the

question with the pronoun, but either student might provide:

clean her/my closets

and S
2

still needs to answer with, perhaps: about every six months.

Variations of the same kind of task can employ, as well as "Do

what?"--"Go where? Said what?' Went when? Told whom?"

This leads to the idea of programming interruptions. It's a

perfectly valid task. Our students often need to interrupt for

clarification, but haven't the skill nor the courage--which usually

comes with skill--to do so. But before we teach them to interrupt

too well, we need to answer some questions. This lesson has not

incorporated any excuse or apology fob the interruption. Is it

because of its brevity that it seems to need none? Which ones

need a polite apology first?

A second part of this task begins with the very same linguistic

features--only S3 is within conversational distance the entire time

and hears every word. In this instance, when S3 says, "Do what P

the intonation is much different and it says that I can't believe you

would allow yourself to do such a mundane chore on a Saturday afternoon,

and furthermore, that you would ever admit to it if it were true that

you had

In responding to such an utterance, under no circumstances would

either Sl or S2 supply "clean her/my closets" in an information-giving

manner. Instead, one would offer some plausible, acceptable, reasonable,

or justifiable reason for cleaning one's closets on a Saturday

afternoon. Or, one might, repeat the original

2,`
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information in a defiant tone--one that would add, "Yes, you heard

me right. I cleaned my closets. And I'm saying it again and what

do you think you're going to do about it?"

We've never approached this kind of language instruction in an

organized way. We've hoped and prayed and crossed our fingers that

somehow, someday, students would "pick it up along the way," but we

didn't know how nor when nor where.

I think we do know how. ,Where, is in the classroom. And

when? is just as soon as we decide. to "get it together." Won't

you join me?

I would like to express my appreciation to several colleagues

who have played a role in the preparation of this paper. I would

first like to acknowledge my gratitude to Mary Elizabeth Hines who
critically read an earlier report on a similar topic and allowed

me to bounce notions in and out hf her perceptive mind. To Rudolph

Bernard and Fred Malkemes of the American Language Institute, I am

indebted for many hours of listening time and not a few of the right

questions at the right places--as well as to the Institute for gener-

ously providing the hand-outs for us today. I accept the responsibility
for these remarks with all of their gaps and unanswered questions in

the hope that the will, perhaps, prod others to solve the problems.
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Pnrt A. Lrn un,:e tasks conpused of cuestions and answers
while isolatin:: structures.

A/0 1. rav:n an Ers-lish state-nent at normal speed, intonation
and ;rosunciati^n (ritn accompanyiss pictures or realia,
or in a conte):t or situation so th-..t tne students under-

stand the content of the utterance)

tne students will repeat it at normal seed,
intonation and pronunciation.

A/0 2. "Ovcr, affira-tive and ne:ative `C s/no nr.srerc separately
(as:ropriate to the structure introduced in A/0 1)

tne students rill repeat them separately.

A/0 3. Given a :r-nsfor:lation cf the state7xnt in A/0 1 tc a
:'es/no rue Fticn and addrsssin,- it to the students (about

the sictures or realla or situation)

A/C 4.

tne students rill choose which yes/no answer is
true to tne -icturc or context
and will produce it in :sc :o,.sc to the question.

siven t_e r:,e yes/no rlutstion

tne students rill recent it at nor -:al sreed,

intontion :roLuhciation.

r- Given & direction or cue (a picture, nointin;-, noddin,
s%oken directions . . .)

tne students ill tne yes/no cuestion,
affressins: it to cthcr students
other s';uoents rill the true yes/no answers.

/0 o. .aura. an GI% qui.stion, seed on tne structure cf the

utternnee in s%/0 1

the stuents will nroduce the stntement from

A/C 1 as a truthful, n.eani%;ful nsrer to the

OR ruesticn t*,
normal speed, intonation and

pronuncirtion.

A/C 7. Given a :rs: question (to -nicn the statement from A/0 1

is a truthful, me:,nin,-,:ful answer)

the students will :-roduce the statement from
A/C 1 as a truthful, meanihful, co:aplete answer
to the question.

A/O 8. Given the same cuestion Rs in A/0 7

the students will reneat it at normal speed,
intonation and pronunciation.
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A/0 9. Given a direction cr cue

the students will ask tne question, addressinr:
it to other students, about the pictures, realia
or context
other students will produce the complete statement,
from A/0 1 as the truthful answer to the 1.:H questioa
at normal speed, intonation and pronunciat!on.

A/0 10. Given yes/no questions alternated rerularly with
':;H questions

tae students will choose between the yes/no
anii3wer and the co-aplete statement
and ',ill produce the appropriate an at
normal speed, intonation and pronuaciation.

A/0 11. Given a direction or cue

students will ask both yes/no and "a questions
tne nictures, relia, or situation

addressing them to ot:ier students
and otner students will choose the approprinte
answer and nroduce it at normal speed, intonntion
and pronunciation.

A/0 12. Given the same OR question from ;1/0

the students will repeat it at normal speed,
intonation Fnd pronunciation.

/0 13. Given a direction or cue

students ill ask yes/no, or OR questions
addressiai:- them to other students.
Other students will encose tae ap2ropriate
answer and produce it at normal speed,
intonation and .renunciation.

A/0 14. Given the statement in A/0 1 with an added tap: question

the students will repeat the conlete utterance
at normal speed, intona.tion and pronunciation.

A/0 15. Given the information that the same yes/no ans:v.ers
from A/0 2 are used to respond to the tag question

and i:iven a tag question

the students will produce a truthful yes/no answer.
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A/0 16. Given a direction or cue

the students will rroduce ta!s questions, addressinx
tnem to ot_er students about the pictures, realia
or situRtirn.
Other stuclents will respond vita the appropriate
short answer.

A/0 17. Given A/0 7 as review
and :fiven the in questions can be
answered with nartial statellents

s 1^
1v.

:10 1C

Reodini7

tae students will choos e thpt part of the
statement wnicn answers the cuestion
and produce it at normal speed, intonation
and pronunciation.

Given practice in any (and/or all) of the cue stion and
answer forms talkiag a'Pout the pictures, realia
or classroom sitution
and -riven questions in zne same structures about
themselves

the students ?:'ill co,unicative 1nfor7-tion
nbout themselves inste=:d of the -^ictures and

.
re?is
at normal speed, inton:=t5.on and pronunciation.

3iven a direction or cue

the students will FSk yes/no, WH, OR, or toz
cuestir,nc in t;le structure nracAced
arl4res,,ing tne to ot.ler stue'ents about other
-ztudents1 neme-tol'ns, Rnartments, jobs, friends,
hobbies, environment.
Other stuclenos will 13roduce com-ounicative,
a.00roori,:te answers about taemselves.

* R 1. Given a written copy of En,:lien questions and answers
thRt the stu-fents have prodnued orally
and ;iven a nRtive spea::erts voice to listen to -- one
who is readinr: at normal speed, in and pronunciation

tae students will follow the copy with their
eyes as they listen to tne voice.

Writing

W 1. Given oral prRctice in a structure as outlined in A/0 1-19
and cdven the written form of the same structure

the students will copy it without error.

See Notes pace k.ia.
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W 2. Given oral practice of a structure
and 0.ven its written form to read
and riven a rewrite instruction

the students will rewrite the model with all
necessary changes without error.

W 3. Given oral question and answer practice as outlined
in A/0 1-19

the students will produce the written form of
the sane oralnatterances witnout error.

W 4. Given a yes/no question (or tag question) in written
or in spoken form

the students will produce the truthful answer
in its written form.

W 5. Given a ".:1: question (or OR question) in written or

": O.

in spoken form

the students will produce the apnropriate
com'Dlete statement in its written form 1:1-chout error.

Given a written statement

the students will make necessary chanres in it
to produce a new vritt..-n statement which tells
about himself, without error, ecerA for the
snellinr of new vocabulary.

2 r,
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Fart E. A second plateau of difficulty is still performed with
questions and ancwers, but instead of isolatinE; structures, there
is a conzcious mixin;-- of structures in a context. The possibilities
are endless.

The prima.ry opal for tne student is to enable him to alternate
betFeen tne etructures ne has studied individually, producini; tnem
successfully in relevant, meaninczful, ccylaunicative use.

Other benefits are tn-,,t new vocabul'Iry can be added
zaininr.. additional practic.e in old structures.. :ormal speed,
intona:ion and pronuncition s.lould be an objective. Students
should know tney're talkin about, say it without error,
and be able to recd --mize an error '-nen one is made.

A/0 20. Giver practice in A/0 1 -19 .1.th two or more structures
done senarately
meaningful cluEstions and ans-:.ers in both ( or all)
structures ::111 be ;;iven in combinations in a context

toe student's will recoi.:nize tne different structures
as well as the different kinds of ::uestions
will cL.cose tnP 7:nnropriate re ;1y
and will produce It f:.t normal speed, intonation
and pronunciation.

A/0 21. Given A/C 20
and given a context -- s^ e-ae one at first, different later

the stuerc.,s will initinte cueetions in the
structures .,)e_. 7,racticed
addressin : t:.em to c:. or students
wno will answer them 1:.itnout error according to
the structure, k.in:1 cf cuestion, and truth
of the matter.

A/0 22. Given a complete neq:ative statement in whatever
structure is bein taunt

tae studen:s will rereat it at normal speed,
intonation and 7ronunciation.

* A/0 23. Given a cue stion in a situation in vhich the assumed
answer is nct appropriate

the students will respond with a complete negative
statement.

*A/0 24. Given a shared (in class) or com-:lon(out of class)
experience or situation

the students will ask and answer questions about
it usinc: structures covered in A/C 1 - 19.

* See Notes page 21 a.
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A/0 25. Given a specific established snared classroom situation

the students will re-construtt/re-state/sun: arize/
tell/report the situation for a class member no
vas absent.

Reading

R 2. Given inform'tion in written form, usin;;7 only English
structures that have been presented and practiced orally

.the students will read it to themselves
and will answer and nsk yes/no, e:F., OR, and/or
taa question s about the reading.

R 3. Given pronouns/relative words in context

the students will reco7nize references.

R 4 Given a rara;:ra-h as they enter class -hic- includes.

a greetinF and introductory remarks for tie day and the
lesson

tne students will read it silently
and will be in t.le tasks of t.:.e lesson -- oral or
written -- :itnout an oral instruction'.

R 5. Given a parara..1h or paraizra^hs describin:. a person,
place, or event
and :riven ';'7: cuestions and yes/no questions about

parraph ( all of .A.ch structures have been
practiced orally and nave been met in writing previously)

the students will answer the questions correctly
without the benefit of oral discussion of the
same para:.ra:h.

YEH W 7. :riven a series of oral '.:11 questions about a friend

tne students will trite the questions after
listening to them
and then they will write complete answers
to these cue stions.

MEH ' 8. Given a shared classroom experience
and riven an oral discussion about it consisting of
the various kinds of questions and their answers

the students will write the same questions
and their answers about this real class
experience.
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MEH W 9. Given tne oral model of a short, fictitious conversation
between S1 and S2
and riven a written model of tne same conversation

the students will adapt the model in fact and in
vocabulary to a conversation between himself and
a classmate
and will rewrite it without error except for the
spellinc: of new vocabulary.

W 10. Given a list adaptation of the two sets of facts from
the orii,inal conversation in W 9 (S1 and S2) in
written form

tne students will list in complete sentence form,
two sets of facts -- one about himself and the
other about his classmate -- as derived from the
written conversation he rote in ':: 9.

MEH W 11. Given the list adaptation of the two sets of facts re:
Si and 52 fro.:. 10
and riven models connectini; these f:ct s ith AND and RUT

tne students will cor.y the model sentences.

W 12. Given the model from W 11
and ,Aven tne students' own two lists from W 10

each E:tudent will write similar sentences about
himself and a classmate usinc AND and 3UT.

W 13. Given tne ori..inal information about Si and S2
and riven a model which combines two or more of these
facts, is beddingt one fact in a suborinatin clause

the students will cory it witnout error.
Tney 111 then analo::ously combine two or more
facts about tnemselves .end their classmates,
is beddinE one in a subordinatin clause.

W 14. Given the orie:inal informa.tion about Sl,and S2
end .iven a ..odel T-hicn combines two or %lore of these
facts, imteddin'f; one fact in a subordinating: phrase,

::EH

tne students will copy it without error.
They vill then analogously combine two or more
facts about themselves and tneir classmates,
imbeddinr one fact in a subordinatina' phrase.

W 15. Given two facts in two oral statements

the students will ppoduce one written statement
which includes these two facts.
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MEH W 16. Given a lic6 of statements about his friend -- similar
to the one he produced in W 7
and riven a model derived from the list consisting of to
or more sentences in wnich imbeddina of facts occurs in
both subordinating clauses and phrases

tne student will coy the two or more sentences
without error.
He will then write two or more new -sentences
using different facts from the oriainal list.
He will co : -ound sentences and/or use either
kind of imbedein-z.

17. Given a transitional expression or word (perhaps one
that shows that b is the result of a)
and L:iven several rairs of sentences, only one pair of
which could appropriately be connected with a transi-
tional word snowinr: result

the student will select tie Pair of sentences
that is ap:xopriate to the exrression
and will rewrite them witn the transitional element
properly placed.

MEH W 18. Given other kinds of tr,,nsitional expressi-)ns (those
snowinn: somethinq more, in addition, moreover, besiees)
or (those cimilar to alt:.ruE:h)
and ;:iven pairs of st7,teil:ents as described in ti, 17

the students will use these connectincr words and
expressions without 'error as described in W 17.

19. Given several trancitional expressions
and Eiven several pairs of sentences

the studeLt rill select the aprropriate expression
to ffo with each pair
ane will demonstrpte his selection in oral or
rritten form.
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Fart C. A third ingredient of difficulty might be expressed in
tne word, organization. Tnis step moves beyond questions and
answers but does not exclude tnem. At tnis point, vnether a
variety of structures is given or assumed, students have to
deal with a small bc(y of tne Ennlisn larnmaEe and shape it in
some way.

A/o 26. Given a classroom situation in wnicn students have
conversed about each otnerls situations
and ;:-iven practice in a number of structures througa
steps A/0 1-25

the students will describe to each other the
similarities and differences of their particular
routines/habits/oircumstmces.

A/0 27. Given a statement stimulus vnich demands a response
because of its lack of neutrality (perhaps tne statement
t-at X has been a,-.rested for -- a minor offense,
or net's V th:Nre is e fire at tne local sutwsy station,
or reportinn tn2,t a loud ;..7roun of neople are causing a'
terrible co=otion at the main entrance to the classroom
buildin0

and ;riven models of responses wnicn express emotion,
* an croinion) cr neutral converspzional responses

then, given an analogous statement stimulus

the students will express an opinion, R feeling,
a reaction of ccme type, even if it is merely
a conversr:tional adf.ition.

A/C 28. Given a picture or series of 'Pictures
and ;riven a model describinn it/them in an ordinal secuence

the students will recreate the desdription
in the same order Rs tne model.

/0 29. Given a similar -cloture or series of pictures
but no oral model

the students will describe toe new picture or
pictures using ;'rases that express ordinal sequence.

* A/0 30. Given a picture and ax oral model describing it
which employs positional/orranizational phrases

the students will recreate that description,
making similar divisions in their descriptions, but
not necessarily expressinr them in the same order.

A/0 31. Given a similar picture but no oral model

the students will describe the new picture
employing positional/or;:anizational phrases.

See Notes, page 21b 34
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A/0 32. Given R new picture or pictures
and riven guiding questicms but no oral model

the students will select the ap-ropriate type
of organization (ordinal or positional) for
their descriptions
and will describe the pictures orally.

* A/0 03. Given an oral model explaininfr how to do something
(vith an E;ccompanyinz series of pictures)

OR
Given "how for Fjuiding questions to help omanize
a "how to" explanation

the student will explain how to do somethinz
that he knows how to do -- at th.e following
class meeting.

*A/0 34. Given a picture of R :eometric shnpe or shapes
and given an ,oral description cf it employing
elementary ;:eometric vocabulary

CR
Given a picture and
riven positionnl/or7anizational yes /no and

cuestions employing ,eometric vocabulary,

Elven a different but similar 2icture

the students will describe the new picture
using the Fame vocsbuiRry but rot necessarily
in the same order

the students will ask yes/no and /or questions
of other students

and other students will create a description
of the new picture in response to clossmates'
questions.

A/0 35. Given a series of non-sequential oral "facts" in a
loose oral model 1

the students will select an arrangement or
organization
and will restate the "facts" in an organized
description/explanation/or problem and solution.

* See NoLes page 21c
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A/0 3,6. Given a series of utterances containing a sequential
development (but not in a question/ answer relationsaip)

and riven ,:uiCinc questions about an analogous
situation, the answers to which could be shaped
according to the model

the students will select the information that
will answer the cuestions
will choose some kind of organization
and will produce orally a series of utterances
which contain tae reeuestcd information as yell
as a coherent snare or organization.

* A/0 s7. Given a picture
and given an oral model describing the picture aich
includes comments about vhat isn't obvious, what isn't
there, 1. hat isn't done, as well as what is

tne studen-.s will repeat the model at normal
sneed, intonation and pronunciation.

11/0 Ze. Given an eePloE'ous picture to A/C 3?

tae students will describe it, including in their
descrintion some statements about what it isn't
as well Ps rhat it is.

A:1)1:n
the students will ask new ouestions of each other
about 1.nat's there as well as what isn't.

neact.Lng

R 6. Given a re-dinF: E.election which employs tae parase,
"und=r suc:_ circu-,stancee
ane. e clae: diccussic,n in is the teacher ::oints
out the referencEs e_ef tne lehrase
and riven a secend, analogous reading selection

tne students will iCantify tnose statements which
express the circu.nszances to hicel the phrase refers

R 7. Given R 6, the smle task will be rereated with other
expressions that refer to previously stated names, qualities
and/or iZeas.

R 8. Given an article which has unusual sequence, but has
verb tense cues to ti.r.e order and transitional expressions

the students will reco.gnize the order of events
and will support their recognition by identifying
verb tense and transitional expressions.

::EH R 9. Given practice with core 7arts of a sentence
and given a statement nicn contains expansion

the studen^,s will recw-nize expansion
and will select tne core parts.

See notes, page 21c 3(1
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R 10. Given s psra;:rnrh or parpnisphs as a unit
and tne informition tn::t in written Eno.lish,
writers often restate tne same idea in different words

the students will identify triose sentences wnich
are restatements of previous sentences.

R 11. Given a parr;: :rar.h containini.7: known structures),
coordinssors and/or transitional expressions
and brand new vocabulary its

the stun:; -nts will be able to make certain
statements about wnat each new word is or is not
before they consult a dictionary.

R 12. Given secuentiel detail to a point

tAe students will infer the con secuent
action of e. character.

R 1Z. Given P. variety of written statements rhich employ a
chsn;:ed word order from oral Englich

the students ill exr;ress t'nem aloud
in the conversstional word order.

R 14. Given written structures r: is :_ combine ideas

the students will express the included ideas
orally in more than cne utterance.

W 20. Given several individual conversational English
utteranc41s

the students will core them and produce
them in feer written statements.

GG W 21. Given a -ararrarh
and 1,iven tne in to cnrini;e the paragrapn
to a -:cssible conversation

toe students will delete expressions customarily
empl oyed in the written form
will write questions tnat the parai:raph
statements f,nsver
will retain.certc.in of the pars;:raph statements
and will order the cuestions and statements
in some secuential manner.

W 22. Given a list of rel'qed sentences

tae students will reorganize therm into R pnragranh.

3
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toe students will write affirmPtive answers to
theFs questions in statement form
and will orisanize t. :e statements into paratzraph form.

Given a parara7h
and iriver, a rewrite instruction

the students will ma :,:e all necessary chr-rtc.es
and will produce a correct -3aragra= according ,
to tne rewrite specifications.

W 25. Given a -sodel -caral:rana about York which is
or:Pnized in en ordinal or chrsnoloical sequence

the students will write paragra-hs about the
1r,r:;est city in tleir countries, employing
similar ori:anization.

GG 'E3. Given a to-ic Fentence
and :-iven sever71 ,:etails listed in -ol:rases and
lartial structures

ths Ftudents will nut the det;,11s into complete
structures ;Inc: will arranl'e thrm following the
to-ic sentence in parai;rsp::: form.

11. 27. Given a cuc-stion to wnich there can be several
answers or a Eerics of answers

the students will write several statements
in answer to the one question

arrnnze t_em in parayrapn form.

26. Given a to is s:ntence
and csveral C.c.:tails listed in phraR,es and martial

structures
and ;:i7en several f.et7ils that are tne result of other
de :711z
and ;riven a conclusion

the students will connect the details which
result from each other
and will orgpnize all of the ,riven information
into paragral7h form.

29. Given relfted cue stions, each of which can. be answered
with a series of st7tements

the students will answer each question with
several statements
and will arrange each group of answers into a
parm7rapr:.

38
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W 30. Given orally a set of det-iils describin7 the physical
cnaracteristics of a person

the students will list tnem in sentence form
and, will org;inine these descri-ptive statements
into R. para;:rnpn includir$ a topic sentence.

YEH 1: 31. Given a licture of a per ion whose physical charncteristics
are mostly different frfm t:.ose of the person In W 30

the student:77 ..111 orally describi. Ihe pictured person
and will rite a new but analw,ous second
descriptive parazra.

W 32. Given the two para;zral)hs of W 30 and 1: 31

the students will list the differences and
similarities c: the t.c peo:ae
and will write a third p.:rar!iph comnaring the two.

W 33. Given a tr7.nsitional expression.
and tiven several pairs of -ara::ranhc

the students will select one pair of parP;,77raPhs
at is an-roprite to the ex7ression
,11 re-rize the -oaras with the transi-

tional ex..:rescsion properl:-

9 34. Given the three carai,:ra,hs of sn 7," u-, " or an
anlw:ous

the stu:lents will re-rrite
rill add transitions
and v: 11 arranc them into a three paraP:raph
colposition concludin; ,ith the paraccrapa of
contrast and difference.

" 35. Given r-vPral pairs nf ruistions
and 0.ven a trs- al exression

the Etude_ 11 choose one rair Of questions
will rite a ra;:r7pn of st.Itoments in answer
to each quEsv;.)n
and will en:ploy transitional expressions.

W 36. Given a variey of transitional expressions
somethi:.:. more: in r,dditinn, moreover, besides .
those si-nilpx to pltholl-h, even 6esnite .

ordinal: first, next, aft,-r finally . . .

and given a variety of pairs of :arn;:rans

the students will mgtch the connecting: words and
expressions with the ap:;roprigte pairs of
parar:rapas without error.

. 311
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Part D. A four t:_ level of difficulty t!eflnitely assumes that

the studcnts know many of the basic structures of the Eiv-lish

1a: -u- The Tinrredient involves a f:reater degree of cnoice

or selection tnan Parts S and C.

True, stuents should have been making choices all along.
In Pert com:Acr-,tions of structures, it mi,:nt be said that
tue.ents hnd to lenrn to choose responses that matched t.le

structures presented to them. Cnoice in Part C guided by
the ki::d of orranization :,eing used.

C..oice in Pr.rt D is less tell - defined. Cultural and
psycholo%ioal :ori.ciples would determine some cnoices. Others
mit2nt be , determined pcnordinr: to one's opinion, point of view,
or purpose.

This is not to ray thr.t the te:=ching of culture ;pith
c.7n *ait until aC.vnnoed levels. One cn.nit avoid cultural

PE ;eC:S *ith the c =l routine and family matters
at the lrvils. The teacher munt alvnys be avare,
of cultural r.spects enterint.: into a lesson.

tut in Part D, in dealinz it n lnn..2u-:ae of o-inion,
of emoti,:n, lr.n.u-re of re:'suasion . . . the entire clf-ss meets
and deslr cultura and psycnolo torics more consciously
thnn 'efore.

A/0 39. aiven a probleT *nd a solution in an oral model, in a
series of rActures, and/or in a nevspaper article
and ::iven f;uidin;: cu stions

the.students vill restf:te or su_m-aarize the same
P-C solution

CR
the s:ueen: 1.-111 re,;pct th=t solution and
:enerate a dAfferent one

CR
they vIll describe an analo::ous problem and
solution -- at 'east analof:ous In their minds --
(T,Int sounds like the time i . . .)

*A/0 40. aiven a brief oral description of OR a series of pictures
w.lich illustrate a disturbin!.: situation, a failure, or e.
disappointment of some kind

the students vill describe their reaction to it/
feeling: about it

OR
they will role play their efforts to console the
person involved in the disapointment, usicx
reassurinP7 -hrascs and expressing apprdpripte
sympathy and understanding

OR
they will discreetly chanF:e the subject to a
different topic to ::et the other's mind off
his or her problem.

* See Notes, page 21c
f;
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A/0 41. Given tne direction to describe some place in the student's
country trr't few, if qny, of the class members have ever seen

* and riven ruidin7-2 questions
and river_ the direction to advise his classmates on
whether or not they would ',ant to visit this place.
and given fifteen minutes of preparation time

the students will each rive an organized description
of tne place of their cnoice
and will end wita a recommendation that members of
the class should or should not attempt to visit it.

A/0 42. Given a selected radio or T.V. program
* and river. a set of questions to wide their listening

the students will listen to or watch it outside of class
and will discuss it at the following class maetinr.

A/0 43. Given a variety of types of music, portions of whica can be
broui;ht to t classroom tnrou:;h records or tare
and riven En::lish vocabulary commonly used to describe each kind

the students will listen to each kind of music
will describe it in English
and additionally express tneir reactions to it.

A/0 44. Given some problem to discuss and a sur;;estion solution --
either orally or in a nerspaper article, letter tp the editor,
. . . and :':1*.-en a model commentary vnicn concurs ith the
opinion, elaborates on the solution, and re-states the
original idea

the students wil: re-state tne same kind of concurrina*.

A/0 45. Given an analosous problem and solution as A/0 44

tie students will concur in the same elaborating
and re-st--,tinr manner without a model.

A/0 46. Given a 7.rtblem and solution analogous to A/0 44 P.hd A/0 45
or even tne same ones used in A/C 44 and A/0 45

the students will re-stnte it and elaborate on it,
but will not concur. They may admit the problem
but disarree about the solution. An alternative
solution may be offered, or just a statement that
they don't know what to do about it despite taeir
rejection of another's solution.

A/0 47. Given a desire th:,.t may not be stated
For example: Geoxwe has a good job -7t a factory which is
hiring a few new employees. His brother-in-law Sam is
out of work. However, George knows that Sam isn't
qualified for the jobs and there'll be no one.the-job
training. Georre just doesn't rant to discuss this
with an at all.

41
* See '::otes page 21d
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Sam only knows that there are job possibilities wiere
George works, but he doesn't really want to come ri:iht out
and ask for help. He hopes that if he brings up the topic
of work or jobs, George will offer information of the
new possibilities. He is so desperate for work that he
can't let an opportunity cz.o by and will continually brine:
up the subject of work and jobs, while/ will continually
find sonethin else to talk about. Geome

and tziven a few minutes to organize their thoughts
individually

two students will role-play the parts of Sam and George,
choosing appronriate comments and questions.
George will probably attempt to start conversations
on every to--:ic but that of work
while Sam al- ays t:-.Le conversation back
to work and jobs
but never directly about Georze's job.

A/0 4S. Given another role-pla:ing situation.

Joe and Martin are 17 year-old friends. :artin rants
Joe to cone to house this afternoon. Joe coield decide
whether or not to accent the invitation if he knew that
2:artin's 15 year old siseer was home -- but he doesn't
vant to ask Martin directly. Martin doesn't suspect.

Two students will role-play this conversation.
Joe will attenpt to lord the to:lic to -iris in :.-er.eral

and sisters in particular, but not so that Martin
suspect=: it's nis nartivAlar sister.
2.:artin will try to net a tine and make snecific
plans for the afternoon as to -:'nat taey'll do or
wnere they'll Eo. Jr :ill not commit himself to
an exact time or a definite, "Yes, I'll be there,"
but he won't say, "2:o", er.

Readinc:

R 15. Given a written selection

the students will rend it' to themselves
and will discuss it statement by statement.

The important question that will be asked of each new
statement is: Does this add sonethini; different from
what has already been st'ted?
If it does not, further consider: Is the idea repeated
exactly or in different words? (compare the different
ways of saying the same tting.)

R 16. After examining several writing s &lections according to
R 15, the class will also:consider: Position.

The students will point out were the renetitions
occur in tne narara.:h/artiC177--bez.innihg and end?
middle? ell over?

qr
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R 17. Given the ideas expressed in the selections in R 15 and
R 16 waich are not repeated . . . in other words, all
statements whicn are new

Students will identify from among them which are
main ideas and which are not.
General considerations will be: T'here are the

main ideas found? %here are the supportinz details
found? ',;here are tne redundant and restated ideas
found?

R 18. Given a readin:: selection which states a topic and adds

supportin details
and ziven a couple details connected with also
and Elven n copy of tnis reading selection up to and
includin;.: the word Also -- but no more --

tile students will determine/predict whether or
not the followinE: structure contains a detail
or a main idea.

R 19. Given a variety of utterances exnressed orally

the students will write exactly what they hear

and rill :rite one nossible cnarxed order that
tney mi;:ht expect in writteu7En:rlish.

R 20. Given a paragraph with sufficient detail

the students will infer a conclusion.

VFA R 21. Given a _romp of subjects of sentences

the students will suaest tne kinds of predication
which mint follow.

?FA F. 22. Given in'oups of written selections w. Lich are minus
their conclusions

the students will predict reasonable conclusions
that mi;:ht follow. 1

VFA R 23. Given opening sentences of written selections

students will predict evidence that mic:ht
support the opening statements.

Then ;:iven a phrase like: on the other hand

the students will predict evidence that might
follow the latter phrase.

R 24. Given opening sentences of written selections
which state a view

the students will su;:est other ways to restate
the same idea in a conclusion.

4
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Writing

W 37. Given a picture or an event
and riven a class discussion which elicits student des-
criptions, interpretations, conclusions, imaLininzs

the students will select from all of this unorganized
discourse some unit of informtion
will select a type of orzanization
and will write a parar:rapn about one aspect
of the original oral discussion.

W 38. Given >I's opinion on a subject

the studen-.s will write their opinions in

para:Taph form.

W 39. Given a model "how to" paragraph

the students rill write their own process
nara;:raphs.

W 40. Given a topic

the students will write a free pora,:raph.

W 41. Given a subject matter to-__c th-t clearly divides into:
a be,;inninz, a midd]:e, an end
a left, a center, a'ris.ht
a past, P present, a fulTre
a vertical, a -:_crizontal, a dia,zonal

a plus, a minus, neutral
a real and an J.::x,::11:F.ry

a wcseible and an 1:::::.ossible .

and ::iven transitional c=-ressions

the student ,::111 wri tp pb:ut the tonic
will divide his writinz into paraa.raphs which reflect
tne clear divisionsiof the to7ic
and will use appropriate transitional expressions.

W 42. Given any shared classroom oral ex7,erience

tne students will produce a written description/report
of w : :at happened in class
and will oronnize this writin into parac7raphe.

II 43. Given a fictitious letter from a friend as:Una' many
questions about the students' new life in this country

tne students will answer tne letter, answering
all of the questions th-.t rere posed.
W:Iether or not the letter of questions is organized
around topics, the letter cf answers snould be, placing
all of the answe:'s to questions on the same topic

in tne sa.ze para:-.raph.

4 it
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W 44. Given pictures of sequenced events
and rriven a class discussion elicitin$: student descriptions,
interpretqtions, conclusions, ima;-:inings, etc. about them

the students will write several paragraphs of
related events
and will employ transitional expressions which
show how the events are related.

W 45. Given a brief description of a place to write about,
for instance, an old but dangerous and dirty part of
the city
and river. divisions "on my left, straiFht ahead of me,"
and 'Ion my ri;:at"
and given the restriction that they may not use the
given words: old, drrverous and dirty

the students will describe what he imazines
without statinfr thrt it is an old, dangerous
and dirty part of the city.

W 46. Given the follo.A.ng kind of e::ercise done ovally vith
an analogous article
Then .:iven t.le first 7aral.ranh of another article to read,

one : is stops after it has rresented only one side of
the matter
and riven a concludinE statement in favor of that side

and Fdven questions such as the follorinal
a. Accordf to his description of the problem,

do you Vaink that the writer came to a loical/
reasona' le conclusion?

b. Do you feel that tne author described the problem
adequately? Are tnere any details tnt you can
think of that ire didn't mention? Is there another
point of viev thrt he ignored?

c. Do you agree ith him?

tne students rill write the "otner side" by answering
the questions, creatinL. their ovn second pare;:raphs
and will organize the sAven first" paragraph, their on
second paragraph, and the given coinclu'sion
into a three-part written presentation.

W 4 ?. Given the following kind of exercise done orally with an
analo;:ous article
and alven a different article to reed which presents a
problem and advocates a solution or point of view
and riven guiding questions for nis first paragraph
such as the following:

a. ?'L wrote the article? Name, title and/or cualifications
b. To whom did he address it? Was it ritten for the

magazine or journal in which it appeared? Or was it
a reprint from a public speech?

c. What was his topic?
d. '::as he for it or a,:ainst it?
Then given the Euidirx questions from W 46 for his
second paragraph
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the,atudents will read the second article
and will write about the article, organizing
their writing into two paragraphs.

W 48. Given the followinr kind of exercise done together in
class witn nnaloous articles
and =riven such ;midinc: questions as tnose in W 47 for
pararaph 1 and W 46 for paragraph 2
and ;liven more questions that elicit a compariSon of
two articles

the students will read the new articles
and will write similar paragraphs (W47 and W46)
about them
and will add a third parar:ra.ch that compares -
the first two
before reaching a conclusion.

W 49. Given a topic

the students will ',rite a series of
related, interwoven paragraphs.

Key:

A/0 - Aural/Oral R - Reading W - Writing

Certain lesson strategies rhich come directly from colleagues
or aut.:ors are indicated as follows:

MEH - Elizabeth Hines
s:istant ProfesFor of Eni:lish as a Second Lansruage

LaGuardia Community Colle;:e, New York City

GG - Gloria Gallinane
Assistant Profese'or of Enzlish as a Second LanrmaP:e
LaGuardia Community College, New York City

LR - Lois Robinson, author of GUIDED WRITIn AND FREE WRITIrG,
Harper & Row

'IFA - Virginia French Allen,.strateFies sug,lested in her talk to
NJTESOL, Trends in the Teachirv: of Reacting, November, 1972.

C&B - Campbell and Bracy, authors of LETTERS FRO:i ROGER,
Prentice-Hall
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Re: R 1. page 3

It appears that Reading is being given short shrift.

quite the contrary. This exercise should be done early and

regularly. It mi:ht have been written as the last step of every

other task. In other words, at the end of an oral lesson, snow
the students what the same oral language looks like in its

written form.

Re: A/0 23. page 5

My effort to express the place of occurrence in which I have
noticed that native speakers do utter complete negative statements
will, no doubt, need some elaboration.

Upon enteric a group and learninz that they're talking about
traveling in Euro -e, tnat-X was in Europe for 10 weeks last summer
and Y was in Europe for 6 weeks last summer, it is possible that
one mio:ht address Z. with the question, "And how long were you in

Europe last summer?"

One is leading with a WH question without first ascertaining
with a yes/no question whether or not I vas, in fact, in Europe
last summer. This is based on the erroneous assumption that
everyone in tne group was there last summer.

It is quite possible tnat Z would answer, "I wasn't in
Europe last summer."

This set of conditions is easily arranged in bezinning ESL
classes. Often exclude one student from a common activity, but
ask the same questions about all students. The WI: question,
applied to tne student who was excluded, will often provide a
natural place for tne practice of the complete negative statement.

This is instead of eliciting it from a yes/no question which
textbooks often do and native speakers never do.

Re: A/0 24 page 5

Shared situations are classroom ones. They vary to the degree
that different teacners1 imaginations vary and the personalities
of different classes vary. But they are real experiences about
which to communicate and make the structures meaningful. Some

possibilities might be

Realia and pictures that have been used in class.
The way these things were used -- were thrown, hidden,.

stepped on, crushed, broken, exchanged, torn, cut,
passed around, eaten -- and what wRs said about it.
Were these tains:s supposed to. happen or did they
oocur by accident?

4"i
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A story that was read and discussed in class. (Some story
characters can become wellknown personalities to the
class.)

A movie that was shorn.
A classroom mishap, accident, or humorous incident.
Impossible homeork ta-t vas assirned but caused a trauma.
An observer/visitor wao attended.
A lesson that no one liked.
A test to ^t was so difficult that no one passed.,

Cori on siturtions are those that the students (or most of
them) know of ,lust by bein:: alive in t: at torn on that day and
attendinz. th!t class. Some examples would be:

Transportation systems that students can/have to use to
reach the clr.ssroom.

RerAstration systems that students must survive to react
the classroom.

The current )roblems and politics of the torn/country/world.
The snoppin,; facilities available to people in tnat area.
The entert,,,,inment facilities available to peonle in taat area.
The nistory of the area and nolidays.
The 7..eorah of the area.
Famous peo-.-le of the town, country, vorld.
Youth/a2e/diet/illness,,s.
are of infants and pets.
Campus routines, elctions, remalations.
Availability of services: laundries, dry cleaners, shoe

repair, anpliance repair, bz,:nks, P.O:
Laws and re:ulations: s,:eedinT, voting, marriage,

smckinz., drinking, emem.ency exits, fire precautions

Re: A/0 2? pa,.e 9

Then:- are times when one has to res2ond to news received --
even thou:7h the news didn't 7enerate any particular emotion or
concern ::hatsoever. It just didn't "rrab" you.

Eut another human beinL7 has addrf=ssed youireo..arding something
newsworthy in his/her opinion. One manaes a response, no matter
how bland it mi.::ht be. I've called this a "neutral conversational
response" or "addition." Examples: Gee, I hadn't noticed, myself.

Oh, is that a fact?
Re ally?
Oh? ow come? . .

Re: A/0 ZO pae9

positional/ora.anizational phrases:
in the middle, on the ri;:ht, on the left
in the backE;round/forer:round
at the top/bottom
on the left sire, on the riEht side
in the upper left corner, upper ri:711.t corner, lower
In the lover nalf/upper half
in the center 48
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Re: A/0 33. page 10

hat equipment do you need?
What precautions are necessary?
:hat should you do first? next? after that?

Suggested topics: How to operate a cigarette machine
How to bait a hook
How to make tuna fish salad
How to load a camera
How to bandage a cut finzer

Re: A/0 34. pace 10

elementary geometric vocabulary such as:

a square, a triangle, a recta nrle, a circle . . .

a diw.onal/norizontal/vertical line
a strairnt/dotted/broken/wavy/crooked line
a star, a dot . . .

a radius, diameter, circumference
a cube, a cone, a cylinder, a sphere, a rectangular solid

Re: A/0 37. pa;-e 11

Some pictures to at look lonely work well. Lonely people,
deserted streets, zhost towns, Antartic scenes . . .

A lot of complete negative statements are naturally used:
The boy doesn't nave anyone to play vita. He doesn't nrve any
place to he doesn't have any money. ::gybe he doesn't
knew how to play baseball . . .

OR
There aren't any trees. There aren't any bushes or flolers.

There aren't any birds. There isn't any zrass. There's only snow.

Re: A/0 40. pare 15

Unpleasant situations about hica nothing can be done:

tne failure of nn exam in school
the failure of an exam for a driver's lic4nse
a paid doctor bill that leaves one broke -- takes away all

vacation money
a bus/train/plane ride he missed and thus missed an

important meetini:/appointment/party/date
a job that he didn't ':et

Reassuring phrases and expressions:

Don't feel so Imd. You did your best.
That's all anyone can do. That's the most anyone can do.
Now that you've tried the exam, you know what it's like.

You'll do better next time.
Just be glad you were able to . You'll make up

for it soon.
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Money isn't everytnin;:. Come on, let's have a cup of coffee.
So you missed the and you von't be at the

Give tnem a rin; and then let's go to the beach.
Don't let it ;:et you down. There're other jobs in the world.
You'll find a better job than that one, anyway.
Let's co _et today's paper and look at the ads.

Re: A/0 41. page 16

What kind of place is it public, private, historic, modern

Were is it? Ho: can tourists reacn this place?
Why is it important or interestin? What hap7ened/happens there?
How do people in your country feel about this place?

Re: AA. n 42. page 16

Whopcnenr.aeret.aat r:uesticns -- the specifics of the program
Ideas e.pressed in the proi3ram
Purpose of the nrozram
Value of thc -:roP;rn.m
:as the pror;ram especially for children? Give three quotes

from the pric:-.rm to T.zpport your answer:
What is said a':our, the popularity of the pro: ram?
Opinions Impms5.ions did/do you tainIf? How did you

feel? .:ere you sorry or _lad when it ended? enlichtened?

infonled? bored?


